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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION
Children, at the present time, need to learn more than they have
ever comprehended previously in history.

Man 1 s enviromnent has been

extended from the community beyond continental limits into an active
world society.

This extended env:l.romnent has dictated the need, for

a larger number oi' learning experiences by our children.

The one

room school with simple educational objectives is being replaced by
larger educational plants that must provide a complex aggregation oi'
learning experiences for the learner.

The needs oi' children being

prepared to participate in a secular enviromnent molded by imposing
social forces and advancements oi' science, can no longer be satisi'ied by rote learning oi' the three R's.

These same forces which

aided in forming the complex nature oi' our env:l.romnent have helped
provide teachers with more effective tools for learning.

Some oi'

these new tools have been classified as audio-visual aids to learning.
}heh oi' the educational value claimed for audio-visual materials

has been determined by research.
City Schools

l.

1

A bulletin prepared by the Pasadena

summarizes many oi' the specific values of audio-visual

Pasadena City Schools, "Audio-Visual Education in the Pasadena
Secondary Schools," Bulletin No. 16. (Pasadena, 1949), 7-13.

materials as shown by educational research.

These values are claimed

to be:
1. Audio-visual materials serve as an ef'f'ective means of'
presenting all kinds of' f'actual materials.
2. Audio-visual materials make learning more pe:rmanent.
3. Audio-visual materials have a def'inite ef'fect on
attitudes and beha.'Yior responses.
4. Audio-visual materials stimulate thinking and can be
used to teach the ability to think.
5. Audio-visual materials are poweri'ul means of' gaining
and holding the interest of the learner and of' compelling
attention.
6. Audio-visual materials can be of' help in the development of' habits and skills.
7. Audio-visual materials are a means of bridging
inequalities of' pupil experiences and to a limited extent,
pupil ability.
Audio-visual materials in certain subjects can effectively teach large groups of learners at the same t:!.119.
9. Audio-visual materials in the long run are less
expensive than msny other kinds of instructional materials.
10. Audio-visual materials increase the amount of' voluntar,r
reading.

s.

The values of' audio-visual materials received f'urther emphasis
1
by Wendt vho states, • • • • msny experimenters have proven the very
real contribtltion which all types of audio-visual materials make to
learning.•
The use of' audio-visual materials as aids to learning extends

far back into the beginnings or recorded history.

Carroll2 brief'J.y

1. Wendt, Paul, •Social Learning Through Audio-Visual Materials,•
~-Vipnpl Methodp g
Materials. Eighteenth Yearbook lational
Council tor the Social Studies, (Washington, D. c., 1947~, 1.
2.

Carrell, John S., Teacher Educatton g Visnal Education
Modern Soh9ol. (San Diego, 1948 , 9-17.

!m: ~

.3

summarized the historical background of the use of audio-visual
materials.

Pictographs and clay ba'ked picture inscriptions are

mentioned as being among the earliest an.dio-visual aids.

He states

that the use of similar materials to assist verbal instruction was
later justified by the intellectual leaders of the day, notably
Cicero, (B.C. 106-4.3), Seneca (B.C. 4-A.D. 65) and Quintilian,
(A.D • .35-100).

"During the Middle Ages the church used frescoes,

statues, carvings and marionettes to teach its religious lessons to
the people. 111

In the seventeenth ce~tury, the work of Comenius, who

so strongly urged the use of concrete aids to learning, provided the
well illustrated textbook,
tions.

~

Orbia Pictus, to support his conten-

Commenting upon the writings of Comenius in the preface to

The Orbis Pictus, Dale 2 remarks1

Comenius• preface contains stat&-

11

ments as modern as miything that could be said about are, wok or
Building .America. 11

l!liucators such as Pestal.ozzie, Rousseau, Frobel

and Herbart gave additional impetus to the use of audio-visual aids
through their writings.
defended in l!l90.

The use of the stereoptiean in teaching was

During the first part of the twentieth century,

numerous research studies on various phases of audio-visual aids have
been conducted.

The majority of these studies has been associated

l.

Carroll, John S., g;e. ill•, 9.

2.

Dale, F.dgar, Aud:ioo-Visual Methods
56.

ill Teaching. (New York, 1947),

~

4

with educational filJls as sudio-visual aids.

been placed upon the audio-visual aids that require mechmrl.cal
devices for use, that so11e writers in this field make only brief
reference to, or do not consider at all, the broader viewpoint or
audio-visual teaching materials.

Such a viewpoint would recognize

a wide variety of audio-visual materials including both the projected
and non-projected types.

The non-projected audio-visual aids would

not be excluded by illplication or neglect.

Carro111 points out that

with the advent or the sound picture, "School people were asked to
consider it as a new means and method or education and, by illplication i f by no stronger means, the others of the visual aids were
consigned to minor roles.•
This narrow point or emphasis has contributed to the development or some misconceptions regarding the construction and utilization
or audio-visual materials.

:Educational films and audio-visual aids

are not synonomous terms.

There exist.a a wide variety or audio-

visual materials that are capable of making real contributions to
more effective learning.

A number or these do not require elaborate

and expensive projection equipment nor is it necessary that they be
commercial productions.

Teachers have for many years found methods

of helping the learner to obtain the needed basic experience
essential to understanding.

Terrain models constructed from flour,

.

"-''

So much e111phasis has

l.

Carroll, John S,, 22• cit,, 'Zl.

5

salt, and water have helped pupils understand physiographic concepts,
teacher constructed models and symbols or Indian villages have given
more meaning to studies of Indian life, and a square glass box has been
e:r:rectivel7 utilized in teaching perspective drawing in dratting
classes.
A complete list or such examples would be practically endless.
These materials are audio-visual materials. They tuli'ill a real
need. They should be as much a part or the total teaching program
as textbooks, films and other more trequentl.7 mentioned learning
materials. A study that determines which teacher constructed audiovisual aids are valuable for classroom use would be of significance
in improving instruction.
Nature of the Problem:
Definitions or audio-visual aids to learning have varied considerabl.7 and the writer would like to briefl.7 develop the connotation
for audio-visual aids ascribed to this study. The Dictionary gt.
Education1 defines audio-visual aids as "any device by means or
which the learning process may be encouraged or carried on through
the senses or hearing and sight simultaneous17.• Some authors have
defined audio-visual aids in terms or their f'unction, and have given

l. Good, C. V., Dictionary gt. Education.

(New York, 1945), 18.

6

to such f'unctions the tera visual education.
Tea9her fducatiop

Carroll,

1

in his stud1'

!I!!! Viaua1 F.dµcation for !hi M'odern School, states,

"For the purpose of this study visual education is defined so the
major Ellphasis is placed upon the concrete side that f'unction for
the aost part through the audio-visual-senao17 chBllllels. •

H:>nroe 2

develops this concept f'u.rther amd sqs,
The tera "visual education" usual.:cy' applies to the changes
in behavior which result from the school utilization of such
mater:l.als as the following; (a) motion pictures, silent and
sound; (b) school journeys (also populary labeled, "field
trips• and •excursions•); (c) still pictures, which mq be
viewed direct:Q" or projected in the form of filla slides, fila
strips, or glass slides; (d) museum materials, models and
exhibits; (e) charts, maps and graphs. The term •visual
education, 11 while psycholog:l.cal:cy a :misnomer, is used in the
meazdng of the integration of sense experiences on the basis of
visual material. 'Wheeler and Perking sq on this point, the ear
alone does not determine 'What the nature of an audito17
experience will be. The meaning of an obj act will not be apprehended until it is perceived in the light of a total situation
with the sid of other senses.•
Several writers in this field have defined audio-visual aids in
teras of the ability of the materials to present audito17 and visual
experiences in valj"ing degrees of concreteness.
this concept with his cone of experience.

Dale3 visualizes

.A.t the base of the cone

are the direct first hand experiences with reality.

s.,

l.

Carroll, John

2.

H:>nroe, W. S., llncyclopedia
l94l)' 1323.

.A.t the apex of

22• si:!i,., 4l

3. Dale, Edgar, 22• si:!i,. , YI•

2!

Educatiopel Research.

(New York,

7

the cone ere placed the materials appealing to the most abstract
type of learning.

DaJ.e1 states, "As you study the cone, you

recognize that each division represents a stage between the two
extreme-between direct experience Slid pure abstraction.•

SiDilar

expressions of this concept ere presented by Hoban2 Slid Olaon. 2
For the purpose of this study, the investigator suggests the following definitiona

Audio-visual aids are those materials that illple-

ment learning, by presenting through the visual Slid auditory
senses, experiences, either real or vicarious.
The special type of audio-visual materials considered in this
research can now be further differentiated as being those constructed
by the classroom teacher.

At the outset, it should be recognized

that 118l'l1' of these aids can be constructed by pupils under the
guidance or the teacher.

This procedure mq prorlde excellent learn-

ing experiences for the pupil, as well as the development of usef'ul.
aids to learning.

The responsibility for the production of the aid,

however, rests with the teacher.

All materials considered as teacher

constructed audio-visual aids will include those produced in the

1. Dale, Edger, !m•

~.

, J'l.

2.

Hoban, Charles F., Hoban, Charles F., Jr., and Zisman, Samuel B.,
Visual:! zing :Yi!! Qurricu1um. (New York, 191'1), 23.

3.

Olsen, F.dward G., School ~ Community.
frontispiece.

(New York, 1949),

s

classroom by or under the direction of the teacher.
The use of audio-visual aids in the classroom has not taken
place without justifiable criticism of these learning material.a.
l

Monroe points out that frequent administrative criticisms are1
(a)

they are too expensive and (b)

obtain and distribute.

A brief

they are too difficult to

~sis

of these two criticisms will

provide a background for the development of the problem considered
in this study.
According to Hoban,

2

the relatively high retail price of andio-

visual materials is partly due to production costs and partially due
to the small market resulting from limited scope and degree of
applicability of these materials.

Co11D1ercially produced audio-visual

aids need to have a high distributive market value to amortize the
production costs and maintain an acceptable sales price.

To find

an extensive market, such materials necessarily must be general in
scope or meet a v.:l.dely prevalent need.

On

such a basis, commercially

produced materials csnnot meet all of the classroom needs for andiovisual aids.
Audio-visual aids are most effective i f they are used when the
learner is psychologically

s.,

re~

~.,

for the experiences the aids present.

1.323.

l.

H:mroe, W.

2.

Hoban, Charles F., •obstacles to the Use of Audio-Visual Aids,"
Nationa1 Societv fs!.t the ~ !!!'. Education. Forty-Eighth
Yearbook, Part l. {Chicago, 1949), 5.3-56.

211.•

9

~

availabilit7 of audio-visual aids is essential for effective

utilization or these materials.

Boban1 concludes that although

availability or materials al.one does not insure effective use or
these materials, effective use is obvious:cy- impossible i f the
materials are not available.

The problEllll of availabilit7 mq be

considered to be one of distribution, on:cy- if such materials are
available for distribution.

2

Smith co-ents on this point and sqs 1

"School systEllls have not, as 7et, approached the stage where all the
needed materials can be found on hand for distribution to the classroom teacher.

Boban3 has pointed out that this inadequacy is a

common characteristic in some schools.
Sufficient quantities of audio-visual materials mq not be
available to meet all of the needs of the classroOll teacher.

Solle

af the material that is available mq not be readi:cy- adaptable to
the specittc learning objectives the teacher has developed with the
class.

Can same of these needs for audio-visual aids be :f'u.lf'illed

by utilizing materials constructed by the classroom teacher?

During World War II, notable examples of affirmative answers
to the above question were in evidence.

1.

Hoban, Charles F., Sil!.• cit., 56-57.

2.

Smith, T. E., "Class-made Visual Aids With Sound Erfects,"
Socis.l stutli es, 331175-76, April, 1942•

3.

Hoban, Charles F., Sil!. cit., '!fl.

10

l

Ml.lea and Spain report,
In the earq ds;ys of the war, instructors had rev reaources
for and little assistance in, illustrating and implementing the
generalJ.7 brief statement of objectives, methods, and content
of official courses or study. Yet it was the accepted doctrine
to prepare, explain, and demonstrate and there vere uauall.7 rev
textbooks to use as a last resort. Hence, ever,rthing from
gmll\Ysack to salvaged wod and metal was used by instructors in
improvising crude devices to visualize instruction.

Elcton, 2 writes about the difficulties encountered by naVT

n.

instructors during the first part of World War

He points out that

UlJT of these instructors frequentq constructed their own audiovisual aids to meet specific teaching needs.

• • • • 1primatives,'

crude charts drawn on wrapping paper, and crude models were 11anuf'actured from

~

material at

hand.•

He concluded,

•MaJv-

a

DAVy man

would have gone to sea with less knowledge i f these crude training
aids had not been provided.•
In discussing the development of audio-visual aids for classroom

3
use, McCafferty states, "A substantial part of the arrq program has
developed around photographs, charts, diagr811s, graphs, and pictographs.

These can be made effectiveq in the classroom and for an

l.

Ml.lee, John R., and Spain, Charles R., A.udio-Visual ~.!!! :Y1!
~ Serviceu Implicatiops
American Education. (Washington, D. c., 1946), 33.

2.

Eltton, William, Andiovisnal Aids :!iQ. Instructiop.
1947)' 4-5. .

m

(Nev York,

3. KcCatrerty, R., WDeveloping Visual Materials for Classroom Use,•
National F4ucation A@sociation Journ!!.l, 331521-22, Nov., 1946.

JJ.

amazing'.cy 1111all cost in dollars and cents.•
Other writers in this i'ield have made reference to the efficacy
1
oi' teacher constructed audio-visual materials. March discusses
several types of teacher and pupil constructed audio-visual aids and
concludes, "Years or experience have proved them to be practical and
effective aids to teaching.•

2
Hart writes that materials produced

in the classroom can be tailor made to meet local needs.

Chandler

and Oypher3 assert that ml!ll1' of the most valuable and effective
teaching aids are those which have been made either by the teachers
themselves, by the students, or by the teachers and students "WOrld.ng
together after formal classroom time.

Clar~ states, •Pupil made

visual aids, when intelligently utilized make rich contributions to
learning.•
ClassroOlll utilization of audio-visual aids need not i'unction
solely within limits established by the availability of cODercially
produced learning aids.

1. March, L.
63118-20,
2.

s.,

"Homespun Tools of Learning,"
Aug., 19,44..

School E!tesutive,

Hart, W, G,, "What Visual Aids Are Schools Producing?•,
mucationaJ Screep, 201154-55, April, 1941·

3. Chandler,

Ann Curtis, and Cypher, Irene

Techniques.
4.

Small 11111.ounts of inexpensive materials can

F.,

!11Q1o-Vif!!?al

(New York, 194/3), 97.

Clark, E. c., "We Make Them OUrselves," FQucatiopal Leadership,
2166-68, Nov., 19,44..

l2

be converted into useful audio-visual aids b;y the resolll'cef'ul teacher.
Zehr

1

concludes, •The use of visual aids is 11mited on:Qr b;y the

ingenuity of teachers and pupil.

We mean by this that the

resolll'c~

f'ul class will not lack for suitable visual aids to stimulate and

develop its thinking.•
Since teacher constructed audio-visual aids can make worthwhile
contributions to the learning environment., information concerning the
various types of aids now being used in public schools should be
available to school teachers and administrators.

.Additional infor-

mation related to the construction and utilization of these materials
would also seem to be of value.
The purpose of this stud;y is to detel'lline which teacher constructed audio-visual aids, as evaluated by a s11111ple of audio-visual
coordinators, are considered to be the most valuable for classroom
use and which materials and equipment are needed for the construction
and utilization of these aids.

1.

Zehr,
Jan.,

w.

M.,

14,

"Classroom Built Visual Aids,•
1946.

Scho1astic,

47151,

Chapter II
REVDW OF RELlTED WRITINGS
This review of related writings presents selected material on
topics related to teacher constructed awlio-visual aids.
are considered in the following order:

The topics

research in audio-visual

education, general writings about teacher constructed audio-visual
aids, and important remarks about special types of teacher constructed
audio-visual aids.
Considerable research has been done in the area of audio-visual
teaching materials, however, the major pert of the research and
writings has been devoted to motion pictures in education.

Few

studies have been made in the specific area of teacher constructed
audio-visual aids.
1
Kinder summarizes the amount of research devoted to the audiovisual field prior to 1938.

or

the tw hundred and thirty-six

studies reported during this period, one hundred and eight were
related to motion pictures; ninety-six were concerned with general
audio-visual aids and instruction; twenty-one were related to flat
pictures and other illustrative material; seven were associated with

l.

Kinder, James S., "Research in .Andio-Visual :Education,•
:Educational Screep., l.Sa.'.360-61, Dec., 1939.

14

elides and the use of the stereoptican, and four were classified as
miscellaneous studies.
A recent survey of research in the audio-visual field is
presented b;y Dale, and others. 1

Of the one hundred and sixty-three

studies summarized, o!Lcy" three were direct'.cy' related to the area of
teacher constructed audio-visual aids.
b;r Powell who recommended,

8

The authors

2

reported a study

Tb.e schools must eventual:cy develop their

own visual agencies 'Which will produce materials and work coopera.tive'.cy' with existing museums.•

'l;rve3 reveals the relative effective-

ness of lantern slides as an aid for teaching arithmetic combinations,
as compared with the blackboard.

She concluded, "Two days of teaching

sri thmetic combinations with the lantern slides gave appro:ximate:cy
the sa.e results that three· dqs .teaching gave when using blackboard
presentations.• A stud;y by Vauter4 is cited as indicatillg significant value for hand made lantern slides.

l.

Dale, F.dgar, Finn, Ja.es D., and Hoban, Charles F., Jr.,
•Audfo-Visual Materials of Instruction,• National~ '21:
the-rudy Qf, Education. Forty-El.ghth Yearbook, Part l. (Chicago,
1949 ' 253-93.

2.

Ibid., 281.

3. 'l;rve, Claire T., •Eitperimental Stud;y of the Teaching of Arithmetic
Combinations," Educational Method, 12116-18,
Quoted by Dale and others, Ibid., 280.
4.

Oct., 1932.

Vauter, Sibyl, UVsried Uses of Slides in Intermediate Grades,"
Educational Screen, 21:178-79, ~. 1942. Cited by Dale and
others, Ibid., 280.

. J§

It should be noted that research related to the development and
use of teacher constructed audio-visual aids is not limited to educa.tional institutions or problems.

1
A Department of .Agriculture

publication reports a study" by McClintock that claims the present
use of visual aids in ertension work, and the seeming trend in the use
of such aids indicate that the would-be successful extension worker
might well acquaint himself or herself with the use of a 35mm. camera
for producing colored slides.
!-bore, l!lnbr,r, and Benson2 suggest materials and procedures which
ma;y be utilized by teachers for the construction of relief maps in
studies of communities.

The need for teacher constructed teaching

materials was introduced by the authors who claimed:
Regardless of how well e:rq classroom ma;y be equipped with
produced materials, there is a point at which the
teacher has the responsibility for bringing in visual evidences
of what is happening in the pupils' own local collllllllnity environment. Obvious:q it i-s not alwa;ys economical:q feasible for
commercial groups to produce materials about flVery local communi ty, yet this is the point at which the teacher's responsibility
for local production lllUSt take over. How can she bring into the
classroom a tangible, vivid, graphic evidence of, for example
the terrain in which the local community is situated? One wa;y
of accomplishing this is the production of a terrain 11.odel.
commerci~

The teaching aid developed as the result of a positive need based

1.

United states Department of .Agriculture Ertension Service, l!!115
Research ~ About Visual fdss !obvies, SlidefiJ.m,, Exhibits,
Pictures, Charjis, Posters.
Washington, D, c., 1949 , 31.

2.

!-bore, Iqell J. , Bmbr,r, Henry W, , am Benson, Esther M. , "Mapping
the !Deal Community," See ~ HM1: 1 2138, May, 1947.

16

upon E1Xperience, is ~ a good one.

Weaver and Bollinger1 have

written extensively about the construction and use of teacher
constructed visual aids.

The authors state, "The most effective

and uset'u.1 visual aids are those specifically designed to satisfy

special needs. 11

They assert that those who wish to teach both effect-

ively and efficiently must anticipate the need and expect to produce
mllJV' Of their O'Wll visual aids designed for their particular problem.
Numerous 8X8111ples of teacher constructed aids, including lists of
materials needed, and specific directions for the construction and
use of these materials, are presented by the writers.
The Eighteenth Yearbook of Nayonsl Council 2f. Teachere 21 !:!!:!ih2
ematics includes numerous references to teacher constructed audiovisual

~ds.

The use of materials such as cardboard, sticks, string,

pictures, posters, plastic, blackboard drawing equipment, colored
chalk, and crqons is discussed.

Special attention is given to the

construction or aids for teaching plane and solid geometry and
geographical representation of complex roots, the preparation and use
of homemade

instruments for indirect measurement, and the develop-

of models and other teaching aids for general mathematics •

. 1.
2.

Weaver, Gilbert George, and Bollinger, Elroy W., Visual~.
~ Construction .!!!£ Use. (New York, 1949), 61-178, pysill.
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Mlllti-Sensorx
in the Teaching 21 Mathematics. Eighteenth Yearbook,
(New York, 1945), 3-387, passim.

~

17

1 research

st~

on the value of still pictures in the teachiDg

1
of fourth grade history by Mehnert utilized materials compiled by
teachers and pupils.

The writer concluded that still pictures are

valuable in the presentation of historical subject-matter to the
fourth grade children when they are used to assist either oral or
silent-reading instruction.
2
Smith has described the preparation and use of' photographs by
the classroom teacher.

A variety of practical applications to class-

room teaching situations are suggested.

The writer indicates that

the production of' this type of material provides the teacher 'With a
number of' opportunities to obtain visual materials.

He asserts,

"Teachers are prone to think of visual materials as something-to-besent-~-i'or.

They shrink from the annoyance of obtaining them.

But, for the most part, they are overlooking the possibility of
producing photographic prints and slides tailored to their own specii'ications and needs.•
Power3 writes about the production by teachers and pupils of'

1.

Mehnert, Martha C., "The Value of Still Pictures in the Teaching
of' Fourth Grade History," Unpublished Masters Thesis, The
University of' Chicago, (Chicago, Illinois, 1930), YT.

2.

Smith, Robert Archer, "Taking Pictures to Teach,"
Screen, 281250-51, June, 1949.

3.

:Educational

Power, Brother R. B., "Leaf' Prints and Pupil Interest,•
Hear, 2128-29, April, 1947.

.!!!l£

.!!!!
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leaf prints for use as a method of demonstrating to pupils of biology
or of general science, the different venations found in various types
of leaves and grasses.

Leaf prints are made by placing a pressed

leaf on sensitized photographic paper and exposing the leaf and paper
to light.

The paper is processed in regular photographic developing

solutions.
Tqlcr1 suggests that opaque projection materials mey- be used
'Iii th any curriculum and he claims the follo'liling advantages for this

type of visual aid1
l. Materials made by both teacher and pupil can be used.
These mq be filed a~ for f'uture use, relieving the teacher
of unnecessary work.
2. Use of still pictures allows emple time for discussions
of any projected material so that every ad.vantage can be taken
of the motivation provided.
3. The teacher has an almost unlillli ted range of pictures
and other matter .from which to choose.
;.. A common experience is afforded the group to supplement the individual study of each pupil.
5. Both the device and the materials for use with it are
inexpensive.
Dubats 2 discusses the use of teacher constructed materials in the
opaque projector for teaching shorthand.

He states that any teacher,

as he progresses through the beginning steps in the study of shorthand,
can quickly and simply type projection plates by limiting the copy

l.

Taylor, J. Y., Opaque Projection.

(Nev York, l9J,J.), 4.

2.

Dubats, William c., "ColDlllercial Subject Teaching With the Opaque
Projector," ~ !!:!lS_ !!!!£, 131.36-37, Oct., 1947.
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area to a six-inch square or the capacity of the opaque projector.
l

Givler relates how a science teacher employing the opaque
projector utilizes pictures from current magazines.
projecting flat picture material to
for the entire class is emphasized,

supp~

The value of

common visual experiences

The writer suggests several

techniques that teachers can use to prepare flat picture material for
opaque projection, and conclwies, "We have gone far enough, however,
in collecting, mounting, classifying, and in the projection of the
kinds of pictures described, to know that

near~

all are good, and,

if displeyed to students at opportune times, will go far in helping
to clarify a subject and give it vital interest."
Several writers have indicated that various types of teacher
produced slides mey make valuable contributions to learning,
describes a study of comparative methods of teaching reading,

Jardine 2
One

method used the pre-primer and primer as basic texts with the addition
of any supplementary materials they might need, exclusive of visual
Bids.

The other method utilized teacher made slides to present the

reading material,

The purpose of the experiment was to detennine

whether two groups of children each beginning to read, one group
taught by the formal method and the other taught by a so-called visual

l.

Givler, John Paul, "An Undeveloped Mine of Materials for Visual
Fduoation," J!liucational Screen, 19153-54, Feb,, 1944.

2,

Jardine, Alex, "The Experimental Use of Visual Aids in Teaching
Beginning R49ading," :Educational Syreen, 17:220-22, Sept., 1938.
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method would show arry appreciable difference in achievanent at the
end of one semester.

The investigator concludes1

This experilllent in reading with visual aids Bllggests that
considerable improvement ms:y be expected when this method
replaces the more formal procedure. It indicates that the great.est improvanent ms:y be made with the slower children. It in·volves a great amount of work on the part of the teacher but
permits an adaption of reading matter on the child's level to
the work of the claserooa and is not restricted to the formal
stereotyped matter found in the usual text.
M;y'ers

l

claims that more effective use of blackboards ms:y be

obtained by utilizing the negative type slide.

Directions for the

construction and use of these aids by the teacher are presented.

It

is recommended that contact prints be made on sensitized lantern slide
plates.

The processed slides can be projected on the blackboard.

A. survey of experiences with two-by-two inch slides in agricultural extension work in Pennsylvania is reported by Johnson2 who
concludes:
The two-by-two slide has influenced our visual education
effort in the following directions: It has given impetus to the
production of visual aids locally because this type of slide is
relatively inexpensive and easily made when original subject
matter is readily available; it has popularized visual aids of
the lantern slide type because it tskes full advantage of natural
color photography.
The construction of a large classroom globe by pupils

!!!!!

1.

Myers, Edward T., "The Negative Type Slide,• .§li
2:36-37, March, 1947.

2.

Johnson, George F., "New Horizons in Visual A.ids,"
Screen, 19:325-26, Oct., 1940.

is
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'

mentioned by Sternig, 1 Wood and wire were used to form the framework
for the globe, and paper mache was used to form the surf'ace features.
In addition to the production of a valuable classroom aid, the construction activities were regarded as being important for helping the
pupils gain a more meaningf'ul concept of the world as a globe,
!lmnert2 says, "Recent experiences in supervising elementary
science, as well as conducting a course in descriptive astronomy,
have brought forceably to my mind the necessity of making and using
simple mechanical aids to assist the pupils in gaining correct understendings of some of the 111aey abstract concepts encountered in courses
which deal with terrestial and celestial relationships."

The Coelo-

sphere, Inverse Square M:>del, Comparative Size Model and the Al.ti tudeLatitude Calculator are reco111111ended as teacher-pupil constructed
audio-visual aids for teaching astronomy, geography and mathematics,
The need for including experiences in the production of audiovisual materials as a part of the pre-service training for teachers,
has been recognized by some writers,

Gernmg3 comments on the labor-

atory iqiproaeh to pre-service training of teachers in the use of

~and

.!l!!E, 2134-35,

1.

Sternig, John, "We Make Our OWn World,"
Nov.' 1946.

2.

J!Dmert, Wilber, "M:>dels for Enrichment, n Fducational Screen,
191166-68, April, 1940.

3, Genung, Harriet, "A Laboratory in Visual Education," Ed.ucationa],
§creen,

19115,

Jan., 1940.
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audio-visual aids eml. S19"S, "There has developed in the laboratory an
exchmlge of ideas, not only in the tecbDi.ques of using visual aids,
but in the production of visual aids.

Surprising accomplishments

have been achieved in districts where no visual education distributing
centers have been provided, but where teachers, realizing the need for
such, have resorted to building their own visual aids libraries."
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Chapter III
PROCIDURE AND ORGANIZATION OF DATA

To obtain the data for this stuey, questionnaires were sent to
four hundred and thirty-one audio-visual coordinators in the United
States and the Territory of Hawaii.

The coordinators were asked for

answers to the following questionss
I. What sre two of the most valuable teacher constructed
audio-visual aids utilized in the classroom of your schools?
II.

Are illustrations or eX!llllples of these aids available?

III. What tools and supplies sre necessary for the production
of the above audio-visual aids?
IV. What special equipment is needed to utilize these audiovisual aids in the classroom?
Audio-visual coordinators were selected as cooperators in this
stuey because the term teacher constructed audio-visual aids is not
a part of the common vocabJ:!.lary of educational personnel.

It was

assumed that specialists in the audio-visual field have a broader
background for interpreting the above concept and therefore 1o10uld be

more likely to return the desired data.

.Audio-visual coordinators

frequently work with large numbers of teachers and have at their
disposal a variety of experiences with teacher constructed audiovisual aids from which to select the two most valuable asked for in
the questionnaire.

One lnmdred and eighty-four of the one hundred and ninety--tw
questionnaires were returned with acceptable data.
The data have been classified into three major sections.

The

first section includes Table I which lists all of the suggested
teacher constructed audio-visual aids and the frequency w.I. th which
they were reported.

This section also includes Table II which gives

the general classifications of teacher constructed audio-visual aids
and the frequency for each classification.

The second section is

concerned with the materials needed for the construction of the aids
included in the general classifications listed in Table II.

The

data listed in Group A of this section were obtained frmn the returned
questionnaires.

The data included in Group B of this section were

obtained from indicated reference sources.
included in this section.

Tables III to XVI are

The third section of the data contains

the suggestions of the special equipment needed to utilize the
teacher constructed audio-visual aids, as reported by the cooperating
lllldio-visual coordinators.

Table XVII presents this data.
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Table I presents the various desirable teacher constructed
audio-visual. aids and their frequency as suggested by the
coordinators.

TABLE I
Suggested Teacher Constructed Ai1dio-Vispa1 Aids
Freauency
Hand made lantern slides
2" x 2" slides
Charts
Models
35mm. filmstrips
Flat picture collections
Eldrl.bits
I:kllletin boards
~s

Models for mathematic classes
Mounted material for opaque projector
Models for science classes
Picture strips for opaque projector
Recordings (general)
Friezes and i111rals
Posters
1£zmi. films
Mock-ups
Photographs
Flannel board
Tape recordings
Vire recordings
Dioramas
Graphs
Model projects such as Indian villages, farms
post office, etc.
Materials enlarged by using the opaque
projector
Blackboard diagrams
Drav.l.ngs for the opaque projector
Roller movie box
Bulletins and pamphlets
Disc recordings
R11lief maps

67

51
33
33
~

18

16
13
13
10

10
9
9
8
7
7
6
6
6

5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

TABLE I (continued)
Suggested Teacher Constructed, AUdio-Visua1 Aids
Freguenc;r
Silhouette designs
Fraction boards
Portable bulletin boards
Electric maps
EJCperience charts
Electronics experiment apparatus
Puppets and marionettes
Electric arithmetic drill board
Combination of ltam. movies (silent) and
tape recorded narration
Museum material
Number thermometer
Flipboard easel with accompaeying diagrams
and charts
Arithmetic counting aids
Sand tables
Material for Vu-Graph overhead projector
Blackboard (general)
·
Picture maps made on white window shades
Outline maps
Flannel graph
Copying stand
Panoramas
M!.meographed teaching aids (charts, maps,
outline drawings)
Asbestos relief maps
Blackboard maps
Number combination charts
Three dimensional bulletin boards
Giant picture book for reading readiness
Display boards
Number wheels
Lighted tYI>ing drill board
Terraria
Crepe paper balls
Opaque projection materials
Workboard
Picture enlargements by opaque projection
Combination of tape recordings and
photographs of class activity

2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
.1

Library

Ctntt'if

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

,11,,, ~''r:rton College
cf

f2.-.-1nc::~_\ion

t~· _·:i~n.~1-Ju:·~-1. \\j .;isllh-~gton

'Zl

The suggested teacher constructed audio-visual aids have been
classif'ied into general types for the convenience of the reader.
These classifications are listed in Table II.
TABLB II
General Types of Suggested Teacher Constructed Audio-Visu.aJ. Aids
Freauency

Hand made lantern slides
Models and Mock-ups
2n x 211 slides
Charts and posters
Flat pictures
Mounted material for the opaque projector
Bull.etin boards
35mJD., filmstrips
Recordings
~s

Exhibits
Friezes and murals
Flannel board
Chalkboard

67
61
51.
47
24
23
21
20
20
~

17
7
7
5
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The data relating to materials recOJllllended for construction of
the suggested teacher constructed audio-visual aids were obtained
from two sources.

The questionnaires returned by cooperating audio-

visual coordinators included suggestions of needed materials and these
are included in Group A of Tables III to XVI inclusive.

The invest-

igator did not consider the data obtained by this method to provide
adequate information regarding materials needed for the construction
of teacher constructed audio-visual aids.

To supplement the data

obtained by means of the questionnaire, the writer reviewed the wrks
of outstanding authors in this field and obtained additional data
on materials needed for the construction of these aids.
are cited in Group B of Tables III to XVI inclusive.

These data

2't

TABLE III
Materials Suggested for Constructing
Group .A.a

Hand. Ma.de I.antern Slides

SUggested in the returned questionnaires

~

x 4" plain lantern slide glass
x 4" etched lantern slide glass
x 4• etched plastic slide material
Lsntern slide crqons (assorted colors)
Lantern slide ink (assorted colors)
Lantern slide ink solvent
Medilllll sort lead pencil
Hard lead pencil
Amber colored lantern slide cellophane
Red lantern slide carbon paper
Lantern slide binding tape
Cardboard holder for making lantern slides
Cooking or photographic gelatine
Ruler 'With raised edge
Ruling pen.
Transluscent paper
Fine pointed pen
'Water color brushes (size oo)
India ink
Opaque paper for siThouette work
Copying stand lighted f'rom below
'Wsx pencils
Group B:

Suggested by the indicated reference sources
Hmailton1 suggests the ball point pen for applying
lantern slide ink and the use of sheets of colored
cellophane for adding color to hand made lantern
slides.

2

Haas and Packer also suggest the use of Um!arith
celluloid for the construction of hand made lantern
slides.

l.

Hamilton, G. E., How ~ Make R}nd ~ I.antern Slides.
(Meadville, Pennsylvania, 1939 , 24.

2.

Haas, Kenneth B. , and Packer, Harry Q., Preparation
Visual Aids. (New York, 1946), 45.

~

Use Qi

TABLE IV
M&teria1s Suggested for Construgting M:>ck-ups and Models
Group Aa

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
Plexiglass, cellophane
Plastic cement
Cardboard and tagboard
Construction paper
Rubber cement
&deling cl~, plaster of paris
Cloth, burlap, string, cotton
Sheet metal, heavy meshed wire
Copper wire
Plywood
Sort wood lumber
Nails, pins, tacks, knitting needles
Glass, glass tubing
Mal!lking tape, Scotch tape, adhel!live tape

Group Ba

Suggel!lted by the indicated reference sources
Several compounds for molding materials were suggested
in the questionnaire data. The suggestions, however,
did not delineate the basic contents of these 00111pounds. Elca:mples of formulas for preparing molding
compounds sililar to the compounds suggested in the
questionnaire data are cited below from the United 1
States Office of F.ducation Bulletin, NaveJIXls P-296.

·~· l

·

pint sawdust (ordinary}
l pint plaster
i pint school library paste
Dissolve paste in water just enough to thin.
Add plaster. Add sawdust; knead until the
consistency of tough dough.
Test a Texture very good.
Setting timea 15 minutes (a little too
fast for large areas).

l.

United States Office of F.ducation, How~ Build~ M:idels,
Bulletin, Navexos P-296, (Washington, D, C., 1945), :10-21.

f
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TABLE IV (continued)
Materials SUggest!ld ror Constructing Jobck-ups and Jobdels
No.~

l pint sawdust
3/4 pint plaster
pint school library paste
3 drops LePage's glue
Dissolve paste in water, mix this slight:cy-.
Add glue; add plaster; add sawdust; knead
to consistency or tough dough.
Test: Setting time: 8 hours.

t

12· J

2 pints newspaper (wet)
l pint plaster
t teaspoon LePage 1 s glue
t pint water
Soak newspaper (torn in small pieces) ovel'night. Rub wet paper between palllls
until ground to pulp. Add glue to
water; add plaster; add newspaper pU1p;
knead until consistency or heavy dough.
Test: Setting time: 3 hours.

!!!?,.

newspaper pulp (wet)
"'22 pints
pints plaster

t

teaspoon LePage 1 s glue
pint water
S11111e procedure as No. 3.
Test: Setting time:
hour.

t

!£.

i

t

pint newspaper pulp (wet)
pint dry cley, powdered (silted through
ordinary window screening)
l teaspoon LePage 1 s glue
Add dry clay to glue water solution; add
paper pulp and knead to consistency
or dough.
Test: Setting time: 12 hours.
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TABLE V

MaterialR §ug~ested for the Production of 2• x 2• Slides
Group At

Suggested in the returned questionnaires

3511111. positive color film, daylight type
3511111. positive color film, tungsten type
35mm. direct positive black and white film
35mm. C8111era with lens in a focusing mount and with
a copy attachment. Cameras suggested are
Argus C-3, Leica, Ez:acta and Eastman Reflex.
C8111era tripod
Copying stand with lights
Flash attachments for the 35mm. c8111era
Photo-electric exposure meter
Masking tape and paper labels
Ruler or measuring tape
2• x 2• slide mounts
Group B:

Suggested by the indicated reference sources

1

Goetting lists additional materials needed
processing of black and white film is to be
taken by the teacher t
Developing solutions
Developing pans
Contact printer
Thermometer
Scissors
Negative film
35mm. positive film, two dozen pieces,
inches long. (These must be kept
light tight container).
Masks
Cover glasses
Binding tape.

1.

Goetting, M. L., Laboratory Manual and Workbook
:Education, (Waco, Texas, 1944), 112.

i f the
under-

two
in

!!.!. Vi8!18.l
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TABLE VI
MateriaJ.s SUggested for Constructing Charts and Posters
Group !:

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
Pastel crqons
Colored construction paper
Scissors
Rubber cement
Protractors
Ruler
Lettering stencils
Multi-colored drawing pencils
Newsprint
Silk screen equipment and materials
Brush pen, flow pen, lettering pen
India ink
JtalSOllline
'W!lter color brush
Tag board

Group Ba

Suggested by the indicated reference sources
In their chapter ol\Designed Materials, Heiss,
Osborn and Hoftll.an, suggest the following
equipment for the construction of charts, posters
and graphs1
Wrapping pater for rough or temporary use
Bristol board, 22 11 x 26•, in all colors
Mllslin or sign painters cloth
Ball-pointed or spoon-bill pens
Paint brushes, size numbers 5, 7, and ll, for
all colors
Rubber stamps (one inch) for lettering or
figures
Drawing instruments, small size
Showcard paints, crqons and chalk of all colors.
stencils for frequent~ reproduced items.

1.

Heiss, Elwood D., Osburn, Ellsworth O., and Hoff'man,
Modern Methods and Materials f2!: Teaching Science,
(New York, 1940),212.

c.

Wesley,

TABLE VI (continued)
MateriaJ.s Suggested for Qonstructing Charts and Posters
&mlert1 recommends the use of lettering templates
such as Wrico, Normograph and Leroy, for producing
accurate lettering on charts, posters and graphs.
Weaver and Bollinger 2 mention the following
additional materials for use in constructing charts.
Paper board, solid
News board, pasted
News board, lined
Poster board
Tag board
Showcard and displ~ board
Mat board
Stencil board (oiled)
Bristols
Blanks

Railroad board
Sign cloth
Sign painter's oil cloth
Roll w:l.ndov shades
Wall boards
Flexible ruler
French curve
Proportional dividers
Pantograph
Opaque projector for making enlargements
Inking pen
striping tools
Hallcraft displ.8:,y letters
Redikut letters
Gummed-paper letters and figures
Laquers and enamels
Casein colors
Aniline dyes

l• l!mmert, Bryan, "Inexpensive Lettering Aids for Teachers, n
Paucational Screen,
2.

18194-97,

March, 1939.

Weaver, Gilbert George, and Bollinger, Elroy W., lm•

ill·•

118-78.

3.5

TABLE VII
Materia1s Suggested for Preparing Flat P;l,ctye Material
Group 11

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
Filing case for flat pictures
Filing dividers
Labels
Dey mounting tissue
Mounting press
Rubber cement
Tag board
Materials suggested for producing flat pictures
pbotograpbic~1

Press type camera and accessories including flash gun and film
Direct positive paper
Lighting equipment
Copying board
Tripod and equipment
Photoflood lights
Chemicals for processing
Group B1

Suggested by the indicated reference sources
Dent1 mentions the use of cellophane to cover
mounted flat pictures for protection against finger
marks and dirt.

Haas and Packer2 euggest mounting flat pictures on
colored construction paper.

l.

Dent, Ellsworth C., The Audio-Vispe1 Handbook.

'

(Chicago, 1939),

37-3$.
2.

Haas, Kenneth B., and Packer, Harry Q,, 2:2• cit., 45.

TABLE VIII
Materials SUggested for Preparing Mounted Materials for the Opaque
Proj99tor
Group At

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
Pictures from magazines, books, and bulletins
Shelf paper
Card board
Alllllinua slip guide for the opaque projector
Rubber cement
Scissors
Ruler
Masking tape and Scotch tape
Rubber bands for holding book pages in place while
projecting.

YI

TABLE IX
Materia.ls SUggested for Preparing Bulletin
Group A:

Boar4s

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
Best-Test paper cement
Colored construction paper
Tag board, Bristol board
Colored tacks
Exacto knife set
Scissors
Flex-0-Wax
Celotex board, cork board
Redikut paper letters

Group B:

Suggested by the indicated reference sources
Kinney and Dresden1 mention the following materials
for preparing the displq area:
Padded canvas
M:>nlcs cloth or Indian Head cloth
Viall board, green label board or beaver board
Wood blocks covered with wall board, Celotex
They also suggest the following for disp~ng
current materials:
steel pins, T. pins
Claw h!llllller, pin hlllDDler
Assorted nails and brads, thumbtacks
String, wire, cloth
Wall hooks, pliers, scissors, cutting knife
Library paste, glne paste, rubber cement
Buice2 indicates that burlap makes a satisfactory
covering for the bulletin board and that a •stapler
with a release, which permits the base to swing out
of nomal position, can be used to attach materials
to the board. n

1.

Kinney, Lucien and Dresden, Katharine, Better Learning Thl'ough
Current MaterieJ,s. (Palo Alto, 1949), 107-130.

2.

Buice, Mary, •Better Bulletinboards" Natiopal F.ducationa1
Association JourneJ,, 3$:603, Nov., 1949.

TABLE I
Materia1s Suggested for the Production of
Group A1

3p.

Filmstrips

SUggested in the returned questionnaires
35m111,
35m111,
35m111,
35m111,

positive color film, daylight type
positive color film, tungsten type
direct positive black and white fiJD.
c1111era with lens in a focusing mount and with
a copy attachment. Cs.meras suggested are the
Argus C-3, Leica, Eicacta and Eastman Reflex.
Camera tripod
Copying stand with lights
Flash attachments for the 35nm1, c1111era
Photo-electric exposure meter
Masking tape and paper
Ruler or measuring tape
Group Bl

Suggested by the indicated reference sources
Goetting1 suggests the need for developing materials
and equipment, and a fillll strip printer if the
strip is to be processed by the teacher,

1,

Goetting, M, L,, op. cit., 135.

~

TABLE XI

Ma.terials Suggested tor the Production of Recordings
Group .la

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
'Wire recorder and recording wire
Tape recorder and recording tape
Scotch tape
»apty Smm. film reels for use in filing
recorded tape or wire
Disc recorder and recording disc
Labels
Radio

Scissors

TABLE Ill

Materia1s Suggested for the Production of Maps
Group As

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
Salt, water and flour
Cardboard
Asbestos, water colors
Wrapping paper
Slide projector and opaque projector for enlarging
maps
Pantograph
Plastic ruler
Materials for constructing an electric map:
Plywood
Fine copper wire
Two dry cell batteries
Small flashlight bulbs and sockets

Group B1

Suggested by the indicated reference sources
1

Moore, Elnbry and Beneon indicate that the following
materials are needed for the preparation of relief
maps of the local community1
l. Tracing paper
2, !Deal map, secured from the county courthouse. A map of this type is available for all sections of the United
States.
3. Carbon paper
4. l beaver board, t inch thick, UBUlllly about
2• x 2 1 in area,
5, l quart or less of library paste
6. Wood pulp
7. Scissors, foot rule, pencil, etc,
8. l small can shellac
9. l bristle brush,
inch wide
10. Mixing dishes
11. l pound plaster of paris
12. 6 sheets corrugated cardboard, 2 1 x 2 1 ,
1/8 inch or more in thickness

t

l.

Moore, Jqell J., Elnbry, Henry W., and Benson, Esther M.,
211.• Si· , 38.

.u.

TABLE llI (continued)
Materials SUggested for the Production of Maps
13.

Small B111ounts of 1map 1 oil paint in colors:
brovn, bl:lle, green, yellow, etc. These
colors should coincide with the colors
used on co1ll!llercially made, pbysicalf eature maps, since the object of this
terrain map is to correlate the regular
symbols and color values used on the
commercially produced maps w1 th the
terrain model study.

TABLE XIII

Material.a SUggested for the Production of EJthibits
Group A1

Suggested in the returned questionnaires
Materials from museums, srt collections, traveling
picture collections, commercial advertising
collections, and local collections

Group B1

Suggested by the indicated reference sources
A Department of Agriculture bulletin1 suggests that
choice of materials for exhibits will depend on the
subject to be presented, purpose, space alloted,
e:udience, what material is easy to get, and funds.
This same publication, however, includes the following materials among those suggested for use in
preparing educational exhibits1
Photographs, posters, charts, maps and graphs
Models, mock-ups and objects
Motion pictures, slide films and slides projected automatically
Changing indirect lights
Wall board, plywood
Plastic sheets, glass
Illl:i.tation glass, moss, sawdust
Sponges and steel wool
Plaster of paris, paper mache
Balsa wood and plastic wod
Diep~ letters

1.

Gilbertson, H, W., F.ducationa1 Exhibits:
~. Bulletin No, 634, (Washington, D.

:!!2l!! !2, Prepare !DS Use
c., 1948), 6-24, Passim•
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TABLE XIV
Materia1s Suggested for the Production of Friezes and Mlra1s
Group .A.:

SUggested in the returned questionnaires
long strips of muslin
Manila paper or tag board
Paints, colored chalk, crayons
Scissors
Butcher paper
Poster paints
Thumb tacks and steel pins
Wire stapling equipment
Scotch tape and masking tape

44

TABLE XV

Materials Suggested for the Construction of Flannel Board Teaching
d

Group A:

Suggested in the ret=ned questionnaires
Outing flannel
Cardboard
Board to provide base for flannel covering
Glue or paste
Flannel to place back of instructional
materials
No, 2 sandpaper
Wire stapling equipment
Scissors
Ex:acto knife set
Ruler
Redikut cardboard letters, 3 inch size

45

TABLE XVI
}:!aterials Suggested for the Production of Chalkboard Teaching Aids
Group A:

SUggested in the returned questionnaires
Chalkboard compass
Chalkboard pointer
Chalkboard triangle, protractor and ruler
Colored chalk
Combination sponge rubber and chamois skin
eraaer
Music scale liner
Butcher paper for pounce patterns
Tracing wheel and talc bag for making pounce
patterns
Slide projection and opaque projection equipment
for projecting patterns in constructing
chalkboard drawings
·

TABLE XVII

Fquipment Needed for Utilizing the Suggested Teacher Constru.cted
Audio-Visual ,Aids
Fguipment Needed

3i•

x 4n Lantern Slides

3i9 x 4" slide projector
Overhead projector
Projection screen

2• x 2" Slides

2" x 2n slide projector
Projection screen

!>bdels end Mock-ups

Displq tables
DE1111onstration tables
Wall displq area

Posters end Charts

Bulletin boards
Map rail 'With chart clips

Flat Pictures

Bulletin boards
Displey tables

Mounted Material. for the
Opeque Projector

Opaque projector
Card holders for opaque projector
Projection screen

Bulletin Board Material.

Bulletin Board (fixed or movable)

35mm. Fillllstrips

35mm. filmstrip projector
Projection screen

Recordings

Plqback equipment (tape, 'Wire end
disc)

Maps

Wall display area
Map rail
Map pointer

Exhibits

M:>vable tables
l>bvable bulletin boards

Friezes and Murals

Wall displey area
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TABLE XVII (continued)
Equipment Needed for Utilizing the Suggested Teacher Constructed
~Awli~-Vispel Aids
Fquipment Need@d
Flannel Board

Display area

Chalkboard

Chalkboard
Chalkboard pointer

A total of sixteen different kinds of equipment were suggested
as being needed for utilizing the teacher constructed audio-visual
aids mentioned in Table II.

Chapter IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Purpose and Procedure
The purpose of this study was to discover which teacher
constructed audio-visual aids are considered to be valuable for classroom use, and which materials and equipment are needed for the construction and the utilization of these aids.

To obtain the data for

this study, the investigator solicited information about teacher
constructed audio-visual aids from audio-visual coordinators located
in thirty-four states of the United States and the Territory of

Hawaii.

Four lnmdred and thirty-one questionnaires were sent to the

coordinators.

The questionnaires requested responses to the following

questions:
I. What are two of the most valuable teacher constructed
audio-visual aids utilized in the classrooms of your schools?
II.

Are illustrations or examples of these aids available?

III. What tools and supplies are necessary for the construction of the above audio-visual aids?
IV. What special equipment is needed to utilize these audiovisual aids in the classroom?
Audio-visual coordinators were selected to cooperate in this
study because it was assumed that specialists in the audio-visual area
have a broader background of experience and information for
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interpreting the questions included in the questionnaires; likewise,
it was assumed they would be more likely to supply acceptable data.
A summary of the data gathered is presented in tabular form in
the following tablesi
A.
Aids.

Table Number I:

Suggested Teacher Constructed Audio-Visua1

This table lists the sixty-eight recommended teacher con-

structed audio-visual aids which are mentioned with a frequency of
four hundred and twenty-nine times.
B.

Table Number II:

11tructed Audio-Visual Aids.

General

~

Q£. Suggested Teacher Q2a-

This table classifies the recommended

teacher constructed audio-visual aids into fourteen general types.
The frequenc;l:es mentioned for these classifications were three hundred and eighty-nine, which is 90% of the total number of responses.
C.

The different types of materials and equipment needed to

produce the teacher constructed audio-visual aids mentioned in
Tables I and II are listed in the following tables:
Table Illa
Lantern Slides
Table IV:
and Models

Materials Suggested :for Constructing Hand Made
Materials Suggested for Constructing Mook-ups

Table V:
Slides

Materials Suggested :for the Production of 2n x 2"

Table VI:
Posters

Materials Suggested for Constructing Charts and

Table VII:
Material

Materials Suggested for Preparing Flat Picture

Table VIII: Materials Suggested for Preparing Mounted
Materials for the Opaque Projector
Table IX:
Boards
Table X1
Filmstrips

Materials Suggested for Preparing Bulletin
Materials Suggested for the Production of 35mm.

Table XI1
Recordings
Table XII:
Table XIII:
Exhibits
Table XIV1
and Murals

Materials Suggested for the Production of
Materials Suggested for the Production of Maps
Materials Suggested for the Production of
Materials Suggested for the Production of Friezes

Table IV1 Materials Suggested for the Production of Flannel
Board Teaching Aids
Table XVI1 Materials Suggested for the Construction of
Chalkboard Teaching Aids.
The data in the above sixteen tables were obtained from two
sources; ?lllllle)Jr, the returned questionnaires and various selected
references.

The investigator considered that the data obtained from

the questionnaires provided inadequate information regarding materials
needed for the production of teacher constructed audio-visual aids.
To supplement the data obtained :l'rom the questionnaires, additional
data were secured from selected references.
'

.
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APPENDIX C
The data sul:lllitted in the returned questionnaires included
a :number o:f comments by the audio-visual coordinators.

The

comments were not solicited, however, they furnished additional
data that may be o:f value in determining the status o:f teacher
constructed audio-visual aids.
included .in Appendix C.

These comments have been
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"Aside f'rom some rather unique bulletin board, materials used
by one of' our teachers in the teaching of' Junior High School

mathematics, all of' the materials used in our rather ambitious
audio-visual program are of' the ready made varieties. n
"I don't think we have e.ny outstanding teacher constructed
audio-visual aids."
"Teachers prepare many kinds of' audio-visual materials.

ve

don't know of e.ny one particular kind that is used more than
aliother.

Such things as maps, science illustrative materials,

scrap books, etc., are often developed."
"We don't produce much in the classroom except bulletin
board displqs and, similar collections of' illustrations. 11
•I am sure that many of' our teachers make friezes, charts,
collections of' objects, etc., in organized form, etc.•
"In supervision, I have made rather extensive use of' the
35DDll. camera for exchanging and recording ideas as to procedures"
as well as materials.

This year we plan to make recordings of a

number of' selections from literature and reading books, f'or use
in the classroom in connection \Ii th the study of these selections.
our purpose \1111 be to add interest' to improve interpretation
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and enunciation-in short, to demonstrate and encourage effective

reading.•
"We use typewritten ell.des for auditorium projection, for
music and etc.

I make 2 11 x 2" slides from miniatures found in

materials from Canada, Mexico and from books and magazines.
We have a trained lithographer and photographer who plies his
trade and makes

3f"

x

4*"

slides for city-wide use.

He also

makes pictures for the superintendent's annual, and copies
pictures from Life and other magazines.

Our teachers use every

possible source for bulletin boards and notebooks.

The librarian

has displeys of bookjackets, reference material, current events
and other pertinent materials.

Our Ecgllsh teachers use coord-

inated material done in the art department , vi th the record pla;yer
and projection equipment.

This is also done by language teachers.

History, geography and commercial teachers collect pertinent
material and mount it to be shown in a Baloptican.

The athletic

department and clubs make posters from magazine materials for
teaching hygiene.

Our distributive education department has a

model store and display center constructed from materials secured
from local stores.

We have a mimeographed school newspaper, done

by pupils vi th teachers assisting,"

"Knowing well the great variety of chart and three dimensional

teaching materials that were produced and used so effectively by
the armed services in their training program during the war, we
have given considerable thought to the possibilities of encouraging the production and use of such materials by teachers in our
school system.

In our judgment, it is a wonderful idea, but too

costly and too impractical for application in a school system
such as ours.

In the first place, regular teachers just do not

have the time in their schedules for the production of such
materials.

Second, in a school system of fifteen hundred teachers,

the supervision and administrative problems involved in setting
up an extensive system of teacher made materials would seem too

complex and costly to justify.

Third, the cost of the materials,

considering the waste and inefficiency that would result, would
not be a small amount.

This does not imply that some of our

teachers do not make original audio-visual materials that they
use in their own teaching.

They do.

But this is not done on

lll1Y" systematic or city-wide basis, and unfortunately we do not

have centralized information about what has been done."
8

Some of the most valuable work we have done is to use

3a x 4" slides, prepared by the children in class work.

We also

make use of these slides for background scenery for auditorium
programs and find that they work beautifully.

Several of our
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teachers made reliei' maps in their classes.

The children are

given the experience of geographic relationships, as well as
having an opportunity to manipulate the material.

The a.rt

classes prepare slides in their work and then use them for
discussion.

Many of the teachers construct excellent posters

and like material.•

•Some of the primary teachers made a great deal of use of
the 3• x 4• glass slides.

The teachers developed the pictures

and script, then combined the showing with the wire recorder.•
"Generally, we believe that materials are most successi'Ul
when they are made by students with assistance from instructors.
In secondary schools, charts, graphs, maps, and slides are
frequently made by committees of students with teacher guidance."
•The idea of assembling many kinds of teaching materials for
use as a unit is not new.

Such units of materials in Norfolk

County are known as 'Teaching Kits.'

These kits were developed

cooperatively by pupils, teachers and the Norfolk County Teaching
Aids Library.

They are loaned to teachers from the library for

a period of from three to six weeks.

They are booked as uni ts

just as film, filmstrips or other audio-visual materials. 11
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"Our teachers sre well known for their extensive use of
home made instructional materials, however, there is no great
uniformity in the audio-visual aids they develop.

Teachers

here tend to develop their own aids for special needs."

l!n

APPBNDIX D
Illustrations or some teacher constructed audio-v:l.suaJ.
aids are included in Appendix D.
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A terrain model used to bring graphic evidence of the local
terrain into the classroom. 1

1.

M:>ore, Lyell J., Embry, Henry W., and Benson, Esther M.,
~· ill·' 33.

Library
Central W ~shin~ton Col!~
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Constructing a globe is an effective means of helping the learner
develop a concept of the world as a globe. 1

1.

Sternig, John, 212.• cit., 34.
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Leaf prints can be an effective aid in demonstrating to a class
the different venations in leaves.

These prints can be made by

placing a pressed leaf on photographic paper, exposing them to light,
and processing in photographic developing solutions. 1

1.

Power, Brother R. B. 212.• £.!i., 28.
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The negative type slide results in a white on black image which
can be projected directly on to the blackboard.

1.

l{rers, Edward T. , 212.• cit. , 36.

1
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"The opaque strip--a piece of paper six inches wide on which are
mounted a series of pictures, is an effective aid to use with the
opaque projector. 111

1.

Henry, Earl G., "Creative Activity With the Opaque Projector,"
See !!rui ~' 3:23, March, 1948.
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"This model, made in the manual training department, shovs the
difference in the value of money invested at simple interest as compared to compound interest.

The first column at the extreme left

represents $10 deposited in a bank.

The front rov shovs the increase

at · simple interest; the back row, compound interest.

From left to

right each column shovs the amount at five-year periods.

As time

passes, the difference vhich was not great at first becomes increasingly significant. 111

1.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Eighteenth Yearbook,
op. cit., 3(:$.
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"A wooden box 2" deep is covered with glass.
divides the bottom of the box through the center.

A raised partition
In one side is a

depressed circle, in the other a depressed area composed of 3 1/7
squares.

The side of each square equals the length of the radius.

The surface of t he circle is completely covered with marbles which
can be poured over to the other side and shaken down so that it
exactly covers the surface of 3 1/7 squares.

This shows that the

actual surface covered by the circle is equivalent to that covered
by the squares. 111

1.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Eighteenth Yearbook,
op. cit., 369.
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"The medians of a triangle meet at its "center of gravity."

The

model here shows how the triangle is in balance. 111

~~

.·.·:.

1.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics , Eighteenth Yearbook,
cit. , 384.

Q12..

Library
Central W n~hinglon Con~
of Education
f:'" ~ •• ..l .. .. .. . . 1' 1 _

I •
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The geometric solids shown below were constructed by using
heavy weight construction paper and cardboard.

1.

1

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Eighteenth Yearbook,
op. cit., 399.
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A functional sextant can be made of plywood and inexpensive
ten-cent-store mirrors. 1

1.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Eighteenth Yearbook,
2!1• ill· ' 406.
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A projection case can be constructed to show the r elationship
of different views in orthographic projection.

The object to be

drawn is placed inside the glass box and the respective views--top ,
plan and side views-are drawn on the glass sides of the box. 1

1.

Weaver, Gilbert G. , and Bollinger, Elroy W. , Qll• £.ii. , 65 .
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Patterns can be transferred to the blackboard by using the pounce
method,

A drawing is first placed on wrapping paper, then perfor-

ations are made with a tracing wheel along the lines of the pattern.
The perforated pattern is placed on the blackboard and the lines are
1
dusted with a bag of talc.

11T1'

'' ''" '
'' "Kt
'' '' '

1.

Weaver, Gilbert G., and Bollinger, Elroy W. ,

63733

QP.•

ill· , 46.
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The square method can be utilized for enlarging and transferring
from a small original to the blackboard. 1

1. Weaver, Gilbert G., and Bollinger, Elroy W. ,

Qll• . cit.,

43.
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A fraction board to help pupils visualize the fractional parts

of a whole, can be made of wood blocks.
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Flannel board materials for use in studying fractions can be
constructed by pupils.

Outing flannel, dyed various colors, is

attached to cardboard 'With rubber cement and cut into the desired
patterns.
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A teacher constructed aid for teaching arithmetic is shown below.
The row of holes on the right represents units, the second row tens,
the third row hundreds and the row on the left, thousands.
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Various kinds of material, such as burlap, monks cloth and
texture paper, add to the attractiveness of bulletin board displays
and make it more effective as a teaching aid. 1

1.

Kinney, Lucien, and Dresden, Katharine,

Q.12.•

cit., 125.

